
CLASSICAL MODEL COLLAGE 



 Experts in Uncertainty was published 

in a philosophical series  

 

 “After the book things gradually 

became easier” 

 

 Before the book was published things 

were bit more complicated …I’m told 



 Results were sent to lots of journals, e.g. Management Science, 

Operations Research, Journal of Organizational Behavior “and 

god knows what else” 

 

 All rejected or un-reviewed 

 

 “The leaders were more interested in owning a problem than in 

solving it” 
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 … because “the engineers don’t care about owning problems in 

EJ.” 

 



Max 



The Bayesian 

 Experts vs. Decision Maker 

 

Calibration & Information 

 

Classical Model 



The Engineer 

 Supertankers & Royal Dutch Navy 

 

 I don’t care what the experts think 

 

 Catch flies with honey 



Gordon 



International Topical Meeting 

on Probability, Reliability and Safety Assessment  

PSA’89:   Pittsburgh, PA,   2-7 April 1989  

For the elicitation of expert judgement in the context of 

radioactive waste disposal, the preferred approach has been to 

adopt decision conferencing methods  such as developed and 

used by Larry Phillips (LSE). 

 

 



Willy 



Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome 



Montserrat volcano, 6 Nov 1997 
- photo Paul Cole, MVO 



Volcanic unrest starts 18 July 1995  -- what will happen next? 





Simon 



Cooke’s classical calibration score 



Calibration as a hypothesis test 

 The calibration score in the classical method can be seen a 
hypothesis test that seed variables are drawn from a 
multinomial distribution based typically on 5%, 45%, 45% 
and 5% bins. 

 

 Roger showed that the relative information between 
empirical distribution and the ideal is approximately 3

2 

 

 But we know that  2  distributions are poor approximations 
on small samples 

 

 ~10 seed variables  small samples 



Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

 So Mike Wiper, then a PhD student, Roger and I investigated 
ways of testing for good calibration. In particular a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.  

  

 Perhaps to our surprise, the  2 version turned out to be the 
more stable. 

 

 Generally Mike Wiper in his PhD looked for improvements 
to the calibration score in the Classical model, but found 
none. 

 

 Cooke’s insight behind the Classical Model has proved to be  
impressive and very hard to improve upon. 



Ben 



Air traffic Safety 

 Combine all: 

 

 Fault-trees, Event-trees and BBN’s 

 Uncertainties in the form of value distributions 

 Expert judgement estimates including their uncertainty. 

 

 Into a giant BBN for evaluation of the probability of an 

airliner crash and potential risk reducing measures. 

 1400 nodes and 5000 arcs. 

 

 



The basic constituents of CATS 



All accidents 

together 

Accident sub- 

catagories 

ESDs 

Fault-trees 

Maintenance CREW ATC 


